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Business Case: Approaches with LPV Only
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Business Case: Constraints at Airports
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LNAV Minimum 770ft
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From GBAS & SBAS to GLASS (GLS Approaches using SBAS)
Dautermann T., Ludwig T., Geister R. et 
al. Extending access to localizer 
performance with vertical guidance 
approaches by means of an SBAS to 
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HPL to GBAS LPL is desired
FAS DB & Associated Issues
Image Credit: AERODATA, taken with AERO FIS – CMA-6024 Receiver
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Approach Performance Designator APD=0
Normally should trigger a multiplier of 2 for 
the coded FASVAL → not evaluated by 
CMA-6024, GLU925, INR
The “Time to Alert” Question
APV-1 → Requires 10s Time-to-Alert
Calculation for the GLASS System:
• The SiS TTA is the 5.2s from SBAS (unpublished proof in “EGNOS Signal-in-Space System Safety 
Case Part A (Design, Development and Deployment) Issue 3 from 21 February 2008.”)
• 3. 5s for the missed message allocation
• 10s - 3.5s - 5.2s = 1.3s
Processing on a Standard Linux PC takes about 20ms
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Ground Testing
• Rockwell Collins GLU 925 (Airbus version)
• Honeywell INR (B787 version)
Using real avionics
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Width of RWY centerline marking.
Flight Validation 
Flight Calibration Services performed 
standard GBAS Flight Validation
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Lufthansa Charter D-AIBI (A319)
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DLR’s Advanced Technology Research Aircraft
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Flight Tests in Kerkyra (CFU)
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Test with German Air Force
• Airbus A400M test upcoming
Installation at Wunstorf ETNW
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Questions for the Group
SARPS has little content about GAST-A, if so mostly related to GRAS
Receiver behavior: APD-0 is being ignored
Planned tests: Collins GLU2100, Thales MMR, Honeywell IMMR
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